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Provides ideas and advice for teachers who are asked to teach English to very young children (3-6 years). Offers a wide variety of activities such as games, songs, drama, stories, and art and craft, all of which follow sound educational principles. Includes numerous photocopiable pages.

Based on the principle that English lessons form an integral part of a young learner's
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whole education, and that the teacher has a responsibility than the simple teaching of the language system. This work provides practical ideas for a variety of language practice activities, including art and crafts, drama, games, storytelling, and songs. Aiming to engage children's minds and stimulate learning, this title features songs that use traditional tunes so teachers and children learn them easily. The worksheets help develop pre-reading and pre-writing skills, as well as language learning. Step-by-step teacher's notes allow for different lesson lengths and number of teaching hours.

This book teaches the Roman alphabet, letter shapes, and names. It encourages children to use words and sentences creatively.
This book combines Internet resources with structured classroom activities to maximize learning potential. The activities are firmly anchored in children's experiences and include purposeful tasks with a clear language component.

Beautifully produced, high quality materials engage children's minds and stimulate learning. Songs use traditional tunes so teachers and children learn them easily. Classbook worksheets help develop pre-reading and pre-writing skills as well as language learning. Giant 'Lulu the kangaroo' poster makes vocabulary learning interactive and fun. Step-by-step teacher's notes allow for different lesson lengths and number of teaching hours, without affecting language learning and personal development. Winner of the British Council Innovations award under its Spanish title 'Three in a tree'.
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This popular series addresses the needs of primary teachers, teacher trainers, and trainee teachers.

Provides seventy language practice activities which use knowledge, experience, and expertise that learners bring with them to the classroom. This work covers areas such as grammar, vocabulary, and examination practice. It is helpful for teachers working in conditions where there is limited access to published materials.